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A lattice space is defined to be an ordered pair whose first component is an 
arbitrary set X and whose second component is an arbitrary lattice Y of subsets 
of X. A lattice space is a generalization of a topological space. The various concepts 
of lattice separation play an important role in the study of lattice spaces. The pre- 
sent work establishes various relationships between separation of lattices of subsets 
of X and certain outer measures induced by measures associated with the algebras 
of subsets of X generated by these lattices. ‘% 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
It is our aim in this paper to establish various relationships between 
separation of lattices on an arbitrary set and certain outer measures 
induced by measures on the algebras generated by these lattices. 
More specifically, consider any set X and any lattice 22 on X. The 
algebra on X generated by 2 is denoted by d(2). The set of all (finitely 
additive) measures on zZ(2’) is denoted by M(Y) and the set of all 
Y-regular elements of M(Y) by MR(P’). 
Now, consider any two lattices L&, Y2 on X such that Yi c L$. It is well 
known that for the general element p of MR(2’,)), it is possible to extend 
,U to sZ(.&) and, if 3, separates &, such an extension of p is unique. 
Denote any extension of p to d(LF2) by v. The following fact is established 
in this paper, using a certain outer measure induced by p: If 2’i separates 
Y2 and v is L&regular, then v, which is L&-regular on 9; (the complemen- 
tary lattice of dp,) is also 2’,-regular on 2’;. The converse is also 
established under the assumption 9, semiseparates d;p; and it happens that 
for the converse only (Cl)-valued measures are needed. 
Much more is done under this setting, namely, the general element p of 
M(Y) is associated with various outer measures, p’, p”, F, D, whose 
behavior on dz; is affected by the separation relationship between 2’i and 
&, and conversely, whose behavior on =?E2 in turn affects the separation 
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relationship between Y1 and ~2’~. This gives rise, for example, to new condi- 
tions for 9, to semiseparate, separate, or coseparate L&. Numerous 
applications of these results are given, in particular to topological attices. 
Also, the following (well-known) result is obtained as a by-product of the 
theory on semiseparation: If Z(Y) c Z,(2), then 2’ = d(Y). 
We adhere to standard terminology and notation which can be found, 
for example, in [ 1, 3,4, 7, 81, and, for convenience, we review some of the 
more important terminology and notation used throughout this paper. 
Terminology and notation. (a) C onsider any set X and any lattice 9
on X. We shall assume that a, XE 2, without loss of generality for our 
purposes. 
The lattice 9 is said to be 6 iff it is closed under the formation of 
countable intersections. 
Now, consider any topological space X and denote the class of open sets 
by 92, the class of closed sets by 9, the class of clopen sets by %‘, and the 
class of zero sets by 2. Note each of the classes Q!, 9, G?Y, 2? is a lattice 
of the prescribed type. Recall @ is also referred to as the topology on X 
and the topological space X is defined to be (X, @). Thus (X, 9) is a 
generalization of a topological space. For this reason, we shall refer to 
(X, 2) as a lattice space. In topological measure theory, it is convenient 
to regard 9 as the topology on X and (X, S) as the topological space. 
Next, consider any two lattices Yi, 2” on X. The lattice 9, is said to 
semiseparate P2 iff or every element L, of 2, , for every element L, of JE2, 
if L, n L, = a, then there exists an element z, of Yi such that 2,~ L, and 
z, n L, = @. The lattice .L$ is said to separate .2* iff or every two elements 
L,, 2, of 6c;, if L,nz,= 0, then there exist two elements L,, z, of d;y; 
such that L, 2 L, and z, =) z, and L, n E, = 0. The lattice 9, is said to 
coseparate d%; iff or every two elements L,, L, of L$, if L2 n L2 = 0, then 
there exist two elements L,, 1, of 2, such that L’, 1 L, and 2; 3 l, and 
L; n 2; = 0. 
(b) The algebra on X generated by 2 is denoted by Se(Y). Consider 
any algebra d on X. A measure on d is defined to be a function p from 
& to R such that p is finitely additive and bounded. (See [ 1, p. 5671.) The 
set of ail measures on &‘(d;p) is denoted by M(2). An element p of M(2) 
is said to be Y-regular iff or every element E of d(9), for every positive 
number E, there exists an element L of 2 such that Lc E and 
[p(E)-p(L)1 <E. The set of all those elements of M(9) which are 
T-regular is denoted by M,JY). An element p of M(Y) is said to be 
2’-(o-smooth) iff or every sequence (A,) in d(Y), if (A,) is decreasing 
and lim, A, = 0, then lim, p(A,) =O. The set of all those elements of 
M(9) which are Y-(o-smooth) is denoted by M”(Y). The set of all those 
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elements of M(Y) which are .Y-(o-smooth) just for (A,) in 6p is denoted 
by M,(o4”). 
The set of all elements p of M(Y) such that p(.&(Y))= (0, l}, that is, 
the set of all (O-1)-valued measures on d(9), is denoted by Z(9). 
Note. Since every element of M(9) is expressible as the difference of
nonnegative elements of M(3), we shall work with nonnegative elements 
of M(Y), without loss of generality. 
(c) A premeasure on d;p is defined to be a function rr from 3 to R 
such that (i) ~(3) = (0, 11 and rc(@)=O. (ii) For every two elements L,, 
L, of 9, if L, c L,, then TC(L,) < n(L2). (iii) For every two elements L,, 
L, of 9, if n(L,)= 1 and n(L2)= 1, then n(L, n L,)= 1. The set of all 
premeasures on 3 is denoted by n (9’). An element rc of n (9) is said 
to be 3-(a-smooth) iff for every sequence (L,) in Y, if (L,) is 
decreasing and lim, L,, = 0, then lim,, n(L,) =O. The set of all those 
elements of n (9’) which are 9-(g-smooth) is denoted by n, (9’). The 
lattice 9 is said to be an Z-lattice iff or every element rr of n, (9), there 
exists an element ,u of Z;(9) such that n 6 p. 
We note that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between n (9) 
and the set of all Y-filters and there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between n, (9) and the set of all 94ilters with the Countable Inter- 
section Property. (Details can be found in [S].) 
In this section we work with an arbitrary set X and an arbitrary lattice 
9 on X. We introduce a certain finitely subadditive outer measure on 
Y(X) and study its properties. Then we consider two arbitrary lattices 3’i%;, 
-4pz on X such that 9, c SC; and use this outer measure to obtain necessary 
or sufficient conditions for -rP, to separate ~3’~. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Consider any lattice space (X, 3’). Now, for the 
general element p of M(g), consider the function p* from 9(X) to R 
defined by p*(A)=inf{Z~(E)lE~&(9) and ExA}. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (i) p* is a finitely subadditive outer measure. (ii) ,u’ = p 
on &(Y). (iii) Zf PEE(Y), then p’(Y(X))= (0, 1). 
(Proof omitted.) 
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PROPOSITION 1.3. (i) Zfp E M”(Z), then p* < pL’. (p* is the usual outer 
measure on Y(X) induced by p). 
(ii) If, in addition, 9 is 6 and ,u is 9-regular, then p* = p*. 
(Proof omitted.) 
THEOREM 1.4. Consider any set X and any two lattices A?,, g2 on X such 
that 9, c Y2. Now, consider any element v of M(&). Further, consider 
v 1 ,d(Y,, and denote it by p. Then 
6) V’ < /r. 
(ii) If 2, separates 9; and v is 5f2-regular, then v = p’ on d;p,. 
(iii) If, in addition, v is Y2-(a-smooth), then v= ,u* on Spz. 
ProojI (i) (Proof omitted.) 
(ii) Assume 6”; separates LZz and v is L&-regular and show v =p’ 
on 9;. 
Note v’d pL’ by (i) and v’= v by Proposition 1.2(ii). Hence v < p’ on 9”. 
Therefore to show v = p’ on L&, it suffices to show that for every element 
L, of Y;, v(Lz) $ pL’(L2). Assume the contrary. Then there exists an ele- 
ment L, of Y; such that v(L,) < ,u’(Lz). Consider any such L,. Note since 
v is $,-regular by assumption, v(L,) =inf{v(t;)I& E LYz and &IL,}. 
Hence since v(L,) < ,uL’(L2), there exists an element i, of Yz such that 
& 3 c2 and v(i;) < pL’(L2). Consider any such &. Note since L, c t;, 
L, n L, = @. Hence since Y, separates L$ by assumption, there exist two 
elements L,, i, of 9, such that L,xL2 and i,~& and L,n,!?,=@. 
Consider any such L,, i,. Then v(LJ 6 v(L,) d v(i;)< v(&) <p’(L,). 
Further, note since L, c L,, ,uL’(Lz) < p(L,) ( = v(L,)). Thus a contradiction 
has been reached. Therefore the assumption is wrong. Consequently 
v(L,) = p’(L,). Hence v = p* on -rZ;. 
(iii) Assume, in addition, v is LZ$-(a-smooth) and show v = p* on &. 
Note since p = v 1 .o’(Y,I and v is d;P,-(a-smooth) by assumption, p is 
.9’,-(o-smooth). Further, note v* <p*. Hence v <p*. Thus v <p* on .&. 
Now, to complete the proof, proceed as in (ii). 
THEOREM 1.5. Consider the setting ofTheorem 1.4. Then 
(i) Zf 9, separates SC; and v is &-regular, then v is Y,-regular 
on 58;. 
(ii) Zf 3, semiseparates 6pzand for every element v of I,(Y*), v is 
6p,-regular on pi, then 3, separates d%;. 
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Proof. (i) Assume 9, separates Yz and v is 9’*-regular andshow v is 
PI-regular on 9;. 
For this, use the relevant definition, namely, consider any element L, 
of 9z and show v(L;)=sup{v(L,)I L, ~9, and L, c L;}. Note 
v(L;) = v(X) - v(L,) = v(X) - ,u*(L2), by Theorem 1.4, (ii). Further, note 
~‘(L,)=inf{~(A)IA~.r4(~,) and A 1 L2} by definition. Also, note since 
11=vld(Y,) and 9r semiseparates X; (because Yr separates d%;), ZL is 
.9,-regular. Consequently ~~(L,)=inf{p(A)IA~d(9,) and AxL,)= 
inf{p(L’,)I L, E-r;P, and L’, 1 L2}. Consequently v( Lb) = v(X) - p’(L2) = 
v(X)-inf{p(L’,)IL,~9, and L’, ~L,}=supjp(L,)lL,~Y, and L,cL;}. 
Thus v is Y,-regular on 044;. 
(ii) Assume 9, semiseparates 6p2and for every element v of ZR(91)), 
v is 9, -regular on 9; and show 9, separates 6p2. 
For this, use the relevant definition, namely, consider any two elements 
L2, L, of 9; such that L, r~ L, = @ and show there xist wo elements L,, 
L, of 9, such that L, 2 L, and L, IL, and L, n L, = 0. Assume the 
contrary. Then for every two elements L,, L, of .Y,, if L, 2 L, and 
L,zL,, then L,ni,#@. 
Now, consider the family of all elements L, of 3, such that L, IL, or 
L, 3 L2 and denote it by 8. Note B has the Finite Intersection Property. 
Hence there exists an element p of ZJ.9,) such that for every element L, 
of 8, p( L, ) = 1. Consider any such p. 
Consider any element vof ZR(6p) such that v 1 ,d(9,1 = p. Then by assump- 
tion, \’ is d;p,-regular on 9P;, 
Further, note since L, n L, = 0, Lb u L; =X. Consequently v(L;) = 1 or 
v(L;) = 1. Assume v(L;) = 1 (without loss of generality). 
Then since vis p,-regular on YP;, there xists an element L, of 9, such 
that L, c L; and p(L,)= 1. Consider any such L,. Then L, n L,= 0. 
Hence since Yr semiseparates 9; by assumption, there xists an element L, 
of 6pI such that L, 3 L, and L, n L, = 0. Consider any such L,. Note 
since La1 3 L,, L1 E 8 by the definition of F. Consequently I = 1. Hence 
since L, n L, = 0, p(L;) = 1. Hence p(L,) =O. Thus a contradiction has 
been reached. Therefore the assumption is wrong. Consequently 9, 
separates SC:. 
Application 1.6. Consider any lattice space (X, 9). Now, consider 
any element ,U of M,&?E’) and the measure space (Z,(Y), d(tW(Y’)), j). 
[fi s the measure on d(tW(2’)) induced by ,D (see [3, p. 2121) and should 
not be confused with the outer measure of Section 3. Moreover, W(Y) = 
{W(L); LEE?} with W(L)= {~EZ~(Y)I,U(L)= 1) and tW(T)-which is 
the family of all intersections f elements of W(9’tis the Wallman 
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topology on Z,(Y).] Then since W(Y) separates (t W(Y) and fi is 
tW(2?)-regular, by Theorem 1.5(i), j2is W(Y)-regular on (tW(6P))‘. 
Application 1.7. Consider any topological space (X, 9) such that 9 
is normal. Now, consider any element ,n of M,JF)). Then since d separates 
9 and v is F-regular, by Theorem 1.5(i), v is T-regular on F’ ( = a’). 
Application 1.8. Consider any topological space X such that X is T,, 
O-dimensional, and ultranormal. Now, consider any element v of MR(p). 
Then since ‘3 separates F and v is T-regular, by Theorem 1.5(i), v is 
V-regular on 9’ ( = 42). 
More applications of Theorem 1.5 are given below. 
DEFINITION 1.9. Consider any set X and any two lattices 2i, Y2 on X 
such that 2, c &. The lattice 2, partly separates 2, iff or every two 
elements L,, L, of Y;, if L, n (2 = 0, then there exists an element L, of 
2, such that L, 1 L, and L, n L, = 0. 
Note if Y1 partly separates 6p, then d%; semiseparates Y2. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. If 9, coseparates g2 then gl partly separates 6p2. 
(Proof omitted.) 
PROPOSITION 1.11. 5Fl partly separates 2Z2 ijjf 2, separates &.
ProojI (i) Assume 2i partly separates 2’2 and show .Yi separates Y;. 
For this, use Theorem 1.5(ii). Note since 2’i partly separates 2, by assump- 
tion, 2, semiseparates ~2;. Further, consider any element v of IR(Y2) and 
show v is 2r-regular on 2’;. For this, use the relevant definition, amely, 
consider any element L, of & and show v( L;) = sup{ v( L, ) 1 L, E 2’i and 
L, c L;}. 
Case I. v(L;)=O. Then v(L;)=sup{v(L,)IL,~2’, and L,cL;}. 
Case II. v(L~)=1.Notesincev~Z~(~~),v(L~)=~~p{v~L~)~L~~2” 
and L2 c L;}. Hence since v(L;) = 1, there exists an element L, of Y2 such 
that L,c L; and v(L,) = 1. Consider any such L,. Note since L, c Lb, 
i, n L, = 0. Hence since Y1 partly separates Y2 by assumption, there 
exists an element L, of -rP, such that L, 1 L, and L, n L2 = 0. Consider 
any such L,. Note since L,cL, and v(L,)= 1, v(L,)= 1. Consequently 
L,E~, and i, CL; and v(L,)=l. Hence v(L;)=sup{v(l,)IL,~Y, and 
L, c L;}. 
Thus in every case v(Li) = sup{v(L,) IL, E 6p1 and L, c L;}. 
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Hence v is LZ’i-regular on Y;. Then by the theorem mentioned above, Yi 
separates L&. 
(ii) Assume Yr separates L& and show -4”; partly separates Yz. 
(Proof omitted.) 
2 
In this section we work with an arbitrary set X and an arbitrary lattice 
Y on X. We introduce a certain finitely subadditive outer measure on 
Y(X) and study its properties. We also introduce a certain countably sub- 
additive outer measure on Y(X) and study its properties. Then we study 
the relationship between these two outer measures. Finally, we consider 
two arbitrary lattices LZ,, & on X such that 2, c dp and use these two 
outer measures to obtain necessary conditions for LZ’~ to semiseparate ~5~ 
and for 2, to coseparate LZ’*. 
(a) DEFINITION 2.1. Consider any lattice space (X, 9). Now, for the 
general element p of M(g) consider the function p’ from p(X) to R 
defined by $(A ) = inf {,u( L’) 1 L E Y and L’ 3 A }. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) ,u’ is a finitely s&additive outer measure. 
(ii) n’=p on 9’. 
(iii) p d ,u’ and ,u = p’ iff p is Y-regular. 
(iv) pL’ < p’ and p* = p’ iff p is Y-regular. 
(v) ZfpeZ(Z), then ,u’(Y(X))= {0, l}. 
(Proof omitted.) 
Next, consider the class of all ,n’-measurable sets and denote it by L$. 
The following statement is true: YpS is an algebra. (Proof omitted.) 
The purpose of the following study is to describe Sp,, in terms of 6p. 
DEFINITION 2.3. An outer measure 1” on g(X) is regular iff or every 
element A of g(X), there exists an element E of z, such that E 1 A and 
A(E) = 1(A). 
Note $ is regular. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Z’ p E Z(Y), then 9,. = (E E 9(X) ) there exists an 
element L of 9’ such that (Lc E or LC E’) and p(L)= 1). 
Proof Assume p E Z(Y). 
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Note p’ is regular and p’(X) < + co. Hence according to the theory of 
outer measures, for every element E of Y(X), E E Y,, iff p’(X) = 
P’(E) + P’(E’). 
Consider any element E of L?(X). Note since p’(X) = p(X) = 1, E E 5$ iff 
p’(X) = p’(E) + p’(E’) iff p’(E) = 0 or p’(E’) = 0 iff [(there exists an ele- 
ment L of Lk’ such that L’ I E and ,u(L’) = 0) or (there exists an element 
L of 04p such that L’ 3 E’ and p(L)) = 0)] iff [(there xists an element L of 
L? such that L c E’ and p(L) = 1) or (there xists an element L of 2 such 
that L c E and p(L) = l)] iff there exists an element L of 2 such that 
(L c E or L c E’) and p(L) = 1. 
Thus Y,. = {E E Y(X) 1 there exists an element L of L5 such that (L c E 
or LcE’) and p(L)= 1). 
COROLLARY 2.5. If 9 is 6 and p E Z”,(T), then Yp* = {E E Y(X) 1 there 
exists an element L of Y such that (L c E or L c E’) and p(L) = 1 }. 
Proof Assume dp is 6 and p E Z”,(Y). Note since (.Y is 6 and ZI is 
T-regular) by ssumption, by Proposition 1.3(ii), p* = pL’. Further, note 
since p is z-regular, by Proposition 2.2(iv), ,u’ = p’. Consequently ,u* = $. 
Then since also ,B E Z(Y) by assumption, by Proposition 2.4, S,. = 
{ EE g(X) 1 there exists an element L of L!? such that (L c E or L c E’) and 
P(L) = 1 I. 
(b) DEFINITION 2.6. Consider any lattice space (X, 2). Now, for the 
general element ,U of M(Y) consider the function p” from L?(X) to R 
defined by $‘(A) = inf{ x7=, ZL( Lh) 1 L, E Y for every k and U k Lb 2 A }. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. (i) p” is a countably subadditive outer measure. 
(ii) p” 6 p’. 
(iii) Zfp~~Z(55’), then ,u”(.C+“(X))c (0, l}. 
(Proof omitted.) 
PROPOSITION 2.8. (i) Zf p E Z,(T), then p d p” on 9. 
(ii) I~~EZ(Y) and p(X)=p”(X), then p~Z,(9). 
(iii) Thus pgZI,(9’) iffp~~Z(3’) and p(X) =p”(X). 
Proof: (i) Assume ,D EZ,(Y). To show p <p” on 2, assume the 
contrary. Then there exists an element A of 2 such that p”(A) < p(A). 
Consider any such A. Then since p”(A) = inf{Ck”_ ,,u(Lb) 1 L, E 9 for every 
k and Uk L; I A} by the definition of p”, there exists a sequence (Lk) in 
2 such that Uk Lb I A and Ck p(Lb) < p(A). Consider any such ( Lk). 
Then since p E Z(T), p(A) = 1 and for every k, p(L;) = 0. Consequently 
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ok (A n Lk) = 0 and for every k, p(A n LJ = 1. Now, for every natural 
number n, consider n;=, (A n L,); note n;=, (A n Lk) E 944; set 
fiz=, (A nLJ=&; note ,n(L,)= 1. Consider (L,). Note (L,) is in .Y 
and (I?,) is decreasing and lim,I L,, = n, L,, = nk (A n LJ = 0. Hence 
since PEEI, by assumption, lim, cl(&) =O. Thus a contradiction has 
been reached. Therefore the assumption is wrong. Consequently p<$’ 
on 9. 
(ii) Assume ~LEZ($P) and p(X)=p”(X). To show PEEI,( assume 
the contrary. Then by the relevant definition, there exists a sequence (L,) 
in 2 such that (L, ) is decreasing and lim, L, = 0, and lim, p(Ln) # 0. 
Consider any such (L,,). Now, note since (L,) is in 9 and (L,) is 
decreasing and lim, L,, = 0, (L, ) is in 6p and U, Li 2 X. Hence by the 
definition of p”, p”(X) <C,, p(Lk). Now, note since lim, p(L,) #O and 
~1 E Z(9) and (L,) is decreasing, for every n, p(L,) = 1. Hence for every n, 
p(Lk) = 0. Consequently p”(X) = 0. Further, note since p(X) = p”(X) by 
assumption, p(X) = 0. Hence since this statement is false, the assumption is 
wrong. Consequently ~1 E Z,J2?). 
Notation. Consider any lattice space (X, 3). Now, consider any 
element p of Z(Y) such that p is o-order continuous, that is, ZJ has the 
following property: 
For every sequence (L,) in 9, if n,, L, E 9, then 
pL(fL L) = inf{AL); n E N). (*I 
Note if ,U E Z”(.Y), then p has Property (*) and if p has Property (*), then 
~LEZ,(~). Thus Z”(2’)c {~EZ(~)I~ has Property (*)} cZ,,(Y). Set 
{~EZ(~P)IZI has Property (*)}=J(.Y). Thus ZU(6P)~.Z(~)~Z,(.Y). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Ifp~1(6P), then p=p” on 2 ijjfp~.I(T). 
Proof: Assume p E Z( 9). 
(i) Assume ZJ = p” on 2’ and show p E J(Y). Assume the contrary. 
Then by the relevant definition, there exists a sequence (L,) in 2 such 
that fin L, E 3 and p(n, L;) # inf(p(L,); n E N}. Consider any such (L,,). 
Now, note since (L,) is in 2? and U, L~I U, LL, by the definition of p”, 
$‘(U, L;) d C, p(L;). Now, note since p(fJ, L,) # inf{p(L,); n E N}, 
p(& L,) < inf{p(L,); n EN}. Hence since p E Z(Y), p(r), L,) = 0 and 
for every n, p(L,) = 1. Hence for every n, p(LL) = 0. Consequently 
p”(Un LA) = 0. Further, note since /.I = p” on 2” by assumption and 
U,, LL E 9’ because n,, L, E 2, ZI( U, L;) = p’(IJ, L;). Consequently 
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p(lJ, L;) = 0. Hence p( nn L,) = 1. Thus a contradiction has been reached. 
Therefore the assumption is wrong. Consequently p E J(Y). 
(ii) Assume p E J(Y) and show p = $’ on Y’. Note $’ 6 p on .Y by 
the definition of p”. Hence to show p =p” on Lk”, it suffices to show for 
every element L of dp, $I( L’) $ p(L’). Assume the contrary. Then there 
exists an element A of S? such that p”(A’) < p(A’). Consider any such A. 
Then since p”(A’) =inf{& ,u(L;)I Lk~ -Y for every k and IJk L; 3 A’}, 
there exists a sequence ( Lk) in 9 such that Uk Lb XJ A’ and Ck p(Lh) < 
p(A’). Consider any such (Lk). Then since ALE Z(Y), p(A’) = 1 and for 
every k, p(L;) = 0. Consequently A’ = Uk (A’n L;) and for every k, 
p(A’ n L;) = 0. Hence A = nk (A u Lk) and for every k, p(A u Lk) = 1. 
Now, note since (AuL,) is in Y and nk (AuL,)E.Y and ZILE.Z(LY) by
assumption, p( nk (A u Lk)) = inf(p(A u L,); k E NJ by the relevant defmi- 
tion. Consequently p(A) = 1. Thus a contradiction has been reached. 
Therefore the assumption is wrong. Consequently p = p” on 2’. 
Next, consider $, (the class of p”-measurable sets). The following 
statement is true: YU,, is a a-algebra. (Proof omitted.) 
Observation. If p E Z(Y) and /L(X) = p”(X) or, equivalently, p E Z,(Lk’) 
[see Proposition 2.8(iii)], then $’ is regular. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If p E I(9) and ,u = p” on 2, then p E Z”(Y). 
Proof Assume FEZ and p==” on LF and show ~EZ~(Y). 
Consider $. and p”):/,,. The following statement is true: p” I,Yp, is a 
countably additive measure. (Proof omitted.) Set $’ ) hum,, = p. 
Next, show &‘(J.?)c?$.. Note for this, it suffices to show YcY$. 
Accordingly, consider any element L of .Y. Note to show L E yl.,, since p” 
is regular and p”(X) < + cc, according to the theory of outer measures, it 
suffices to show p”(X) = p”(L) + p”( L’). Note 
p”(X) <p”(L) + p”(L’) 
= AL) + P”(L’), 
since ZI = $’ on LY by assumption, 
d p(L) + p’(L’), 
since ,u” d ZL’ (by Proposition 2.7(ii)), 
= AL) + AL’) = Am = PLII(Ja, 
since ZI = p” on dp by assumption. 
409.166’1-7 
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Thus L E Y,,, . Hence .9 c Y,!, .Consequently &‘( 9’) c 9$. Finally, consider 
A.d(Lpv Note ii I .dcyj E Z”(Y). Now, note fi 1Y = $’ I Y = p I Y, since p = ~1” 
on 9 by assumption. Hence p 1 ,ar’(YI = ,u. Consequently ZJ E Z’(9). 
COROLLARY 2.11. Zf SC is 6 and PEE(Y) and p=p” on 2, then 
P E ~“,W;P)~ 
Proof: Assume 9 is 6 and ,u E Z(Y) and ZI = p” on 9 and show 
p E Z:(Y). Note since (p E Z(Y) and ,D = p” on 9) by assumption, 
ZJ E I”( 9) by Proposition 2.10. 
Next, show ZJ is T-regular. Note for this, it suffices to show p is 
g-regular on 9. Accordingly, consider any element A of 9’ and show 
~(A)=inf{~(L’)jL~9’ and L’ 3 A}. Note for this, since ,D E Z(9), it suf- 
fices to assume ,u(A) = 0 and show there exists an element L of 9’ such that 
L’ 3 A and ,u(L’) = 0. Note since A E Y and p = $’ on 3, p(A) = $‘(A). 
Hence since p(A) =O, p”(A) =O. Hence by the definition of p”, there 
exists a sequence (Lk) in 9 such that Uk L; I A and Ck p(Lb) =O. 
Consider any such ( Lk). Note since 9 is 6 by assumption, nk L, E T’ 
and (nk Lk)’ = Uk L; 1 A and ~(((7~ L)‘) = p(Uk Lb) 6 Ck ALi) since 
p E Z”(Y), = 0. Consequently p is Y-regular. Thus p E Z”,(Y). 
The purpose of the following study is to describe YV,, in terms of 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Zf ,u EZ,,(Y), then 5$ = { EE Y(X) I there exists a
sequence (Lk) in 5!? such that (nk L, c E or nk L, c E’) and for every k, 
PL(Lk) = 11. 
Proof outline. Assume p E Z,(Y). Then p” is regular. (See the observa- 
tion preceding Proposition 2.10.) 
Thus p” is regular and p”(X) < + o. Hence according to the theory 
of outer measures, for every element E of 9(X), E E 5$.. iff p”(X) = 
p”(E) + p”(F). 
Now, to continue the proof, proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Zf p E I,( d;p), then for every sequence (Lk) in -%, 
p(Lk) = 1 for every k implies ~“(0~ Lk) = 1, which implies ,u’(nk Lk) = 1. 
(Proof omitted.) 
COROLLARY 2.14. Zf p E Z,(Y), then 
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9$ = EE 9(X) 1 there xists a sequence (Lk) in Y such that 
L,cEor (‘j L,cE’ 
! 
and,for ever)’ k, ,u(Lk) = 1 
k 
c E E Y(X) 1 there xists a sequence (Lk ) in 2’ such that 
(-)LkCt?Or (-) L,cE’ 
k k 
)ahf(?L,)=l} 
c E E ,CF’( X) 1 there xists a sequence (Lk ) in 2 such that 
( ?LtCEor ?Lk-E’)andp’(?L,)=I}. 
(Proof omitted.) 
PROPOSITION 2.15. If 2’ is 6 and p E J(T), then p” = p’ on 9. 
Proof Assume 5Y is 6 and p E J(Y). Note to show ,u” = ,M’ on 9, since 
p” < p’, it suffices to show for every element L of 2, p”(L) f p’(L). 
Assume the contrary. Then there exists an element A of d;p such that 
p”(A) < $(A). Consider any such A. Then since p E Z(Y) by assumption, 
p”(A) = 0 and $(A) = 1. Now, note since p”(A) = 0, there exists a sequence 
(Lk) in Y such that lJk L; 3 A and for every k, p(Lb) = 0. Consider any 
such (Lk_). Then A,c Uk Lb = (nk Lk)’ and since dp is 6, nk L, E 9. Set 
nk L, = L. Then LEY and A CL’ and p(L)=p(n, Lk)=inf(p(L,); 
kE N}, since p EJ(~?) by assumption, = 1. Consequently p’(A) = 0. Thus 
a contradiction has been reached. Therefore the assumption is wrong. 
Consequently j4” = p’ on 9. 
COROLLARY 2.16. If 9 is 6 and p E J(T), then 
S‘$ = 
1 
E E 9(X) 1 there xists a sequence (L, ) in 2 such that 
( 
fi L,cEor n L,cE’ 
> 
andfor every k, p( Lk) = 1 
= { ;E 9(X) ( therl exists an element L of d;p such that 
(LcEorLcE’)and,u(L)=l} 
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c {E E g(X) 1 there xists anelement L of 6p such that 
(LcEorLcE’)andu”(L)=l} 
= { EE Y(X) 1 th ere exists anelement L af’Y such that 
(LcEorLcE’)andp’(L)=l}. 
(Proof omitted.) 
PROPOSITION 2.17. If 5? is countahly compact and p E Z(Y), then u” = p’ 
on 2. 
(Proof omitted.) 
Application 2.18. Consider any topological space X such that X is T, ,,2 
and pseudocompact. Then since 3 is countably compact by definition, 
according to Proposition 2.17, the following statement is true: If p E I(a), 
then p” = p’ on 3. 
Application 2.19. Consider any topological space X such that X is T, 
and O-dimensional nd mildly countably compact. Then since V is 
countably compact by definition, according to Proposition 2.17, the 
following statement is true: If p E I(%), then p” = I*’ on %‘. 
Next, consider any set X and any two lattices Z1, ~3~ on X such that 
6c;cq. 
THEOREM 2.20. If SC1 semiseparates 5Jzand SC; is 6 and p E Z(dc;) and 
p” = p’ on 6”;) then p” = u’ on &. 
Proof Assume L?i semiseparates L& and spl is 6 and p E Z(Y,) and 
p” = p’ on 2,. Note to show p” = p’ on L?~, since p” < p’, it sufIices to show 
for every element L, of 6c;, p”(Lz) $ u’(L*). Assume the contrary. Then 
there xists an element B of dz; such that p”(B) < ,u’( B). Consider any such 
B. Then since ,u EI(Y,) by assumption, p”(B) = 0 and p’(B) = 1. Now, note 
since u”(B) = 0, there exists a sequence (Lk) in LZ1 such that Uk L; I B 
and & u(Lh) = 0. Consider any such ( Lk). Now, note since 3, is 6 by 
assumption, fik L, E 9, and (fik Lk)’ = lJk LI 3 B. Set nk L, = A. Then 
AEY, and BcA’ and u”(A’)=p”((nkLk)‘)=p”(UkL~)6~ku”(L~)< 
Ck p’( L;) = Ck p( L;) = 0. Note since A E 2, and BE L?‘> and B c A’ and 3, 
semiseparates LY*by assumption, there xists an element C of Y1 such that 
B c Cc A’. Consider any such C. Show p’(C) = 1. Assume the contrary. 
Then p’(C) = 0. Hence by the definition of .u’, there xists an element D of 
spl such that D’ 3 C and p(D) = 0. Consider any such D. Then D E Y, and 
D’ 3 B and p(D’) = 0. Hence by the definition of p’, p’(B) = 0. Thus a 
contradiction has been reached. Therefore the assumption is wrong. 
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Consequently p’(C) = 1. Now, note since C E .Yi and p” = p’ on 2, by 
assumption, p”(C) = p’(C). Consequently p”(C) = 1. Hence since C c A’, 
p”(A’) = 1. Thus a contradiction has been reached. Therefore the assump- 
tion is wrong. Consequently $’ = $ on 2;. 
(Note since p E Z(Y,) and p”(X) = p’(X), by Proposition 2.8(ii), 
PEEA%).) 
Application 2.21. Consider any topological space X such that X is 
T 3 1,2 and countably bounded. Then since d semiseparates 9 (as is 
known) and 2 is 6, according to Theorem 2.20, the following statement 
is true: If p E I(T) and p” = p’ on 2, then p” = p’ on 9. 
THEOREM 2.22. If 9, coseparates Pz and 9, is 6 and p E I,(Y,)), then 
p”=p’ on &. 
(Proof omitted.) 
Application 2.23. Consider any topological space X such that X is nor- 
mal. Then since 3 coseparates 9 and 2 is 6, according to Theorem 2.22, 
the following statement is true: If FEZ,, then ~1” =p’ on 9. 
3 
In this section, we work with an arbitrary set X and an arbitrary lattice 
5? on X. We introduce a new finitely subadditive outer measure on Y(X) 
and study its properties. We also introduce a new countably subadditive 
outer measure on Y(X) and study its properties. Finally, we consider two 
arbitrary lattices .rtpI, dc; on X such that 2, c 6p and use the finitely sub- 
additive outer measure to obtain new necessary and/or sufficient conditions 
for Y, to semiseparate d%; or for 9, to separate &. The following (well- 
known) result is obtained as a by-product of the theory on semiseparation: 
If Z(Y) c IR(Y), then LY = d(Y). As for the countably subadditive outer 
measure, it is similar to p” (the countably subadditve outer measure of 
Section 2), namely, its role relative to 2’ is similar to the role of p” relative 
to 9. 
(a) DEFINITION 3.1. Consider any lattice space (X, 9). Now, for the 
general element p of M(T) consider the function ,G from g(X) to R defined 
by p(A) = inf{p(L) 1L E Y and L 2 A}. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) j.l is a finitely subadditive outer measure. 
(ii) b=p on 9. 
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(iii) p < ii on 2’ and p = F on 2” lff p is 2’-regular. 
(iv) p’ d b and pL’ = p iff p is 2’-regular. 
(v) Zfp~I(2), then ,i?(.Y(X))= (0, 11. 
(Proof omitted.) 
Next, consider any set X and any two lattices 6y1, -4” on X such that 
-rp, c 22. 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) If 9, semiseparates &, then for every element ,a oj 
MR(Y, ), p’ = ji on Y2. 
(ii) If for every element p of ZR(.Y,)), p* = /2 on .&, then 2, semi- 
separates -rZ; . 
(iii) Thus 2, semiseparates 2J2ifffor every element p of IR(2’,), p’= F 
on Y2. 
Proof. (i) Assume 5?r semiseparates 2’;. Consider any element p of 
MR(2’r) and show p’=fi on Z2. Consider any element L, of Y;. Note 
pL’(L2) = inf{p(A)lA EJ$‘(Y,) and A 3 L,} by the definition of p’, 
= inf{ p( L’) 1 L E ZI and L’ 3 L,}, since p is .Z,-regular by assumption. 
Now, consider any element L, of 9, such that L’, 3 L,. Then since 2, 
semiseparates p2 by assumption, there exists an element L, of JZI such that 
L, c L, c L; Consider any such L, . Then 
p’(Lz) = inf(p(A) 1A E d(Y,) and A 1 L2} 
<inf{p(L,)IL,E5& and L,xL,}<p(l,)<p(L’,). 
Consequently 
~.(L,)~inf{~(L,)lL,~$P1 and L,=L} 
d inf{p(L’,) / L, E 2’r and L’, 13 L,} = pS(L2). 
Hence p’(L,) = inf{p(L,) IL, E 2, and L, 1 L,}. Hence since 
inf{p(L,)I L, E 2, and L, I L2} = j2(L2) by definition, p’(L,) = fi(L2). Thus 
p*=fi on 5pz. 
(ii) (Proof omitted.) 
COROLLARY 3.4. 2, semiseparates 2” iff or every element p of IR(Z,), 
p’=p on Y2. 
Proof. Note for every element p of MR( 2,) pL’ = ,u’. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If 2; is 6, then 2, semiseparates Z2 implies for every 
element p of I”,(Y,), p* = b on -4pz. 
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Proof Assume 2’, is 6. Then by Proposition 1.3(ii), for every element p 
of M”,(Y,)), p*=p*. 
THEOREM 3.6. Zf dc; is an I-lattice and PI is 6 and for every element p 
of Ii( p* = ,ii on 5$,, then 2, semiseparates T2. 
Proof: Assume 2’, is an Z-lattice and 2, is 6 and for every element p of 
Z”,(d%)), Zl*= /i on Y2 and show 2, semiseparates Y2. For this, use the rele- 
vant definition, amely, consider any element L1 of 2, and any element L, 
of 2” such that L, n L, = @ and show there exists an element i, of 2, 
such that i, 1 L, and i, n L, = 0. Assume the contrary. Then L, # Qr 
and for every element L, of 2’i, if t, 3 L,, then i, n L1 # 0. Now, con- 
sider the family of sets consisting of L, and any element i, of 2, such that 
i, 3 L, and denote it by B. Note since 2, is 6 by assumption, & has the 
Countable Intersection Property. Hence there exists an element 71 of 
n,( 2i ) such that for every element A of 8, n(A) = 1. Consider any such 
n. Then since d%; is an Z-lattice by assumption, there exists an element ,D of 
Z:(Y1) such that z d p on 2$. Consider any such ZJ. Then by assumption, 
ZJ* = ~2 on T2. Consequently p*(Lz) = inf{p(i,) 1i, E Yi and t, 3 L,}. 
Now, note for every element i, of 2,) if i, 3 Lz, then since n(i, ) = 1 and 
z<,u on 2’,, p(ii)= 1. Consequently p*(L2)= 1. Further, note since 
L, n L, = 0, L, c L’, . Hence ,a*(L2) 6 p(L; ). Consequently p(L’,) = 1. 
Hence p(L,) = 0. Finally, note since L, E B, p(L,) = 1. Thus a contradiction 
has been reached. Therefore the assumption is wrong. Consequently 9, 
semiseparates Y2. 
Note. Consider any set X and any lattice 2? on X such that 22 is dis- 
junctive. Then dp is an Z-lattice iff the topological space (Z”,(T), tW,(2)) 
is Lindeliif. (Proof known.) 
Application 3.7. Consider any topological space X such that X is T, 1,2. 
Further, assume Z~(2’) ( = OX) is Lindelof. Then since 2’ is an Z-lattice and 
S is 6, according to Theorem 3.6, the following statement is true: If for 
every element ZI of vX, ,u* = ji on F;, then 3 semiseparates 9. 
An important application of Theorem 3.3 is given below. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Consider any lattice space (X, 2’). Then Z(2) c 
ZRWP) ifS~R(~“) = ZR(Y’). 
Proof (i) Assume Z(2) c ZR(5?). 
(a) Show Z,(2?)cZ,(Y). Assume ZR(2’)#IZ( and consider any 
element Z.I of ZR(Y). Then since Z(Y) = Z(dp’), ,u E Z(dp’). Hence there exists 
an element v of ZR(2”) such that ,B < v on 2”. Consider any such v. Then 
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since Z(5Y’) = Z(Y), v E Z(Y). Hence since Z(Y) c ZR(_rP) by assumption, 
v E Z,JY). Further, note since ,u < v on dp’, v< p on di4. Consequently v = ZL. 
Hence since vE ZR( L?‘), ZJ EZR( 2’). Consequently ZR( 9) c ZR( 2’). 
(/I) Show Z,JY)CZ,JY). Note for this, in view of the proof of 
(~1) it suffices to show Z(d;p’) c ZR(.Y’). Accordingly, assume Z(L?‘) # @ and 
consider any element p of Z(Y). Then p E Z(Y). Hence there exists an 
element vof ZR(T) such that ZJ 6 v on 2. Consider any such v. Then since 
Z,JY) c Z,(L?‘), v EZJL?‘). Further, note since p< v on 2, v d p on 2’. 
Consequently v= ,u. Hence since v E ZR( 2’), p E ZR(L&“). Consequently 
Z(Y’) c Z,(.Y’). Then by (a), Z,(Y) c Z,JY). 
(y) Consequently ZR( 2) = Z,(Y). 
(ii) Assume Z,(T) = Z,JY’). (To show Z(Y) c Z,(p), use the same 
argument as that in the proof of Z(p’) c Z,(.J?‘), in (fl), namely, use the 
fact hat Z,(Y) c ZR( Y).) 
COROLLARY 3.9. Consider any lattice space (X, 9). Then Z(Y) c 
ZR( 2) implies 2 = 22( 2). 
Proof: Assume Z(p) c Z,(Y). Note to show di” = 4(Y), it suffices to
show .L? semiseparates d(Y). For this, use Theorem 3.3(ii), namely, 
consider any element p of ZR(L?) and show p’ = fi on d(z). Accordingly, 
consider any element A of .d( ,44) and show p’(A) = /I(A). Note since 
Z(Y) c ZR(Y) by assumption, by Proposition 3.8(i), ZR(6p) c ZJd;p’). 
Hence since p E ZR( 6p), p E I,( 2’). Consequently pL’(A ) = p(A ) = 
inf{,n(L)l EE’ and L I> A } = /i(A). Thus ZL’ = fi on &(Y). Hence by 
Theorem 3.3(ii), LY semiseparates .F4(55’). Consequently 5? = .c9(Y). 
THEOREM 3.10. Consider any element p of M(2’,). Assume there exists 
an extension v of p to d(2”) and consider any such v. Then 
6) s < fi. 
(ii) If 2, separates -4pz then ,u is 6u;-regular and v is &regular implies 
v=ji on Y2. 
Proof outline. (i) (Proof omitted.) 
(ii) Assume 2, separates L&. Further, assume p is d%;-regular. [Then 
there exists an extension of p to d(Y”) which is &regular and which is 
unique since 2, separates dc;(see [2, p. 391]).] Now, note since v’ < Z? and 
v” = v on 6c;, v< ji on Y?. Hence to show v = ,ii on &, it suffkes to show 
for every element L, of &, v(L2) 4: k(L,). Assume the contrary. (The 
continuation fthe argument is familiar.) 
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Application 3.11. Consider any topological space X such that X is nor- 
mal. Then by definition, ZY separates 9. Now, consider any element p of 
AIR(T) and the element v of AIR(F) such that vI,~(~)= p. Then by 
Theorem 3.1O(ii), v = /i on 9. 
Application 3.12. Consider any topological space X such that X is T, 
and O-dimensional. Further, assume X is ultranormal. Then by definition, 
W separates 9. Now, consider any element /A of MR(V) and the element v
of MR(p) such that v 1 .rl(Mj = p. Then by Theorem 3.10(n), v = F on 9. 
(b) DEFINITION 3.13. Consider any lattice space (A’, LZ’ ). Now, for the 
general element p of M(T) consider the function F from p(X) to R defined 
by %(A) = inf{CF=, p(Lk) 1 L, E 2 for every k and Uk L, 1 A}. 
PROPOSITION 3.14. (i) p is a countably subadditive outer measure. 
(ii) j?<jI. 
(iii) IfpEE( then ,l?(P(X))c {0, 1). 
(Proof omitted.) 
PROPOSITION 3.15. (i) Zf p E Z, (9’), then p < F on Y’. 
(ii) Zfp~Z(9) and p(X)=;(X), then FEZ,. 
(Compare Proposition 2.8 on p”.) 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Zf p E Z(Y), then p = B on .=.Y iff pE J(F). 
(Compare Proposition 2.9 on p”.) 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Zf ,u E Z(6p’) and p = j? on 2’, then p E Z6(6p’) 
( = IO(T)). If, in addition, Y’ is 6, then p E 1:(-Y). 
(Compare Proposition 2.10 and Corollary 2.11, on p”. )
Note. Several other facts on j? corresponding togiven facts on p” do 
exist. 
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